Descriptions for system-wide Mac OS X keyboard shortcuts

This document contains descriptions for 31 keyboard shortcuts that are available throughout Mac OS X.

Version:	2.1
Release Date:	2017-06-29
Requirements:	KeyCue 7.0 or newer
Keyboard Layout:	all keyboards with "regular" assignment of the ASDF keys
Author:	Ergonis Software

Usage

To install this set, you must have KeyCue 7.0 installed and running. Just double-click the file, and KeyCue should import it in the "Custom" section of the KeyCue settings.

Once you have done this, KeyCue will show the additional keyboard shortcuts and their meaning whenever you invoke KeyCue's system-wide shortcuts.

The additional shortcuts are not context-sensitive. KeyCue cannot know in which situations these shortcuts are effective. It is therefore possible that certain shortcuts work only in a specific context, although they always appear in the KeyCue table.

Most of the shortcuts have to do with navigation and selection in editable text. These shortcuts work in all applications that use the built-in text editor of Mac OS X or at least follow the same standard. The shortcuts may therefore be incorrect in applications that deviate from the established conventions.

The shortcut descriptions have been created with and for US and German keyboards. Most of the shortcuts use navigation keys and are therefore independent of the actual keyboard layout. The "Look up in dictionary" key uses the D key, which is in the same physical location on most keyboards. For example, the French, Italian and Spanish keyboards all have the D key in the same location. However, there may be some keyboards (such as, Dvorak) with different layouts. If you come across shortcuts that do not work as expected, you can fix these entries by editing them in the Custom section of KeyCue's settings.

Version 2.1 of this shortcut collection adds the ⌃⌥⇧⌘-period shortcut for starting a system diagnosis.

Credits

These shortcut descriptions have been created by hand, using information from support.apple.com.

